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HOW DO YOU APPROACH A YOUNG WOMAN, WHO’S GOT NO IDEA WHO YOU ARE, AND TELL HER YOU’RE HER MOTHER?
EVA (36) IS TORN BETWEEN THE NEED FOR RECOGNITION AND THE FEAR OF REJECTION, SHE EVEN DOUBTS SHE HAS THE RIGHT TO TELL SANDRA (22) WHO SHE IS...

SANDRA HAS SIMILAR PROBLEMS; TRAPPED BETWEEN HER DOMINATING FATHER AND CONTROLLING GRANDMOTHER SHE SLOWLY SUFFOCATES IN HER OWN HOME. BUT SANDRA CAN’T LEAVE; WHAT IF HER MOTHER SUDDENLY TURNS UP?
THE YOUNG ENTOMOLOGIST KAREL (26) OFFERS A POSSIBILITY FOR BOTH WOMEN: SANDRA USES KAREL TO ESCAPE HER HOME WHILE EVA USES KAREL TO GET CLOSER TO SANDRA.
EVA BRODSKA (36) IS ON HER WAY BACK TO HER HOME TOWN TO BURY HER RECENTLY DECEASED FATHER WHOM SHE HASN’T SEEN FOR 22 YEARS. HOWEVER, SHE WOULD NOT HAVE RETURNED IF IT WASN’T FOR ANOTHER PERSON SHE HASN’T SEEN FOR 22 YEARS; HER DAUGHTER. SANDRA.
HAVING GROWN UP WITH HER DEMANDING GRANDMOTHER AND BRUTAL FATHER, SANDRA (22) HAS TURNED INTO A COMPLICATED YOUNG WOMAN. ALL SHE KNOWS ABOUT HER MOTHER IS THAT SHE LEFT JUST AFTER SANDRA WAS BORN, AND WAS NEVER HEARD FROM SINCE.
SYNOPSIS
EVA’S GREATEST FEAR IS THAT SANDRA WILL REJECT HER, BUT EVA ALSO HAS GOOD REASON TO FEAR SANDRA’S FAMILY: SHE REMEMBERS ALL TOO WELL UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES SANDRA’S FATHER GOT HER PREGNANT. SHE WAS ONLY 13 YEARS OLD.
SYNOPSIS

THE STORY IS ABOUT THE PATH EVA MUST TAKE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH SANDRA, A PATH THAT IS ROCKY AND OVERGROWN WITH LIES, DECEIT AND DENIAL.
SYNOPSIS

As it happens, the young entomologist Karel (26) is in town this summer. Sandra uses Karel to escape a marriage her father and grandmother arrange for her. At the same time, Eva uses Karel in her struggle to get closer to Sandra. Both women become intimate with Karel, who has no idea they are mother and daughter.
SYNOPSIS

Fortunately Karel is not a “normal” young man. By showing Eva and Sandra both the brutality and the beauty of nature, he unknowingly sends them in the right direction; towards each other.
CHARACTERS
#EVA
#SANDRA
#KAREL
#RŮŽEK (MAYOR) - SANDRA’S FATHER
#MRS. RŮŽKOVÁ - SANDRA’S GRANDMOTHER
#PEPA - EVA’S UNCLE
#MILENA
#LUDMILA - MILENA’S MOTHER
#PRIEST, MINISTRANT AND A GIRL
TEASER
#MAKING OF
TEASER COMING SOON ..